
The most outstanding projects in the world!

Ecomenistic Secular and Church Partnership
Global partnership for the eco-redesign of world order

The sub-project to prepare Leonardo DiCaprio for the Nobel Peace Prize for
the eco-design of world new-order

The sub-project to prepare HH Sheikh Mohammed for the Nobel Peace Prize for
the eco-design of world new-order
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The 1st Meeting of the Great Green Group
Ecomenistic Secular and Church Partnership

GENERAL

The Great Green Group is freshly establishing as an international authoritative team for 
an instant response to the modern climatic, environmental and resource problems. By 
definition, the members of the Group are world’s green leaders and thinkers. Surely, the
membership in the Group is voluntary and honorary free. In the context of the foregoing 
issues, the members of the Great Green Group use disinterestedly their authorities to 
promote the most potent green projects in the world.

Currently, the Great Green Group is infomal with the possibility of institutionalization in 
the near future. 

The expected members of the Great Green Group 2015 are:

Sir Richard Branson, UK
Hyllary Clinton, USA
Leonardo DiCaprio, USA
Filaret, Patriarch of Kyiv and All Rus-Ukraine, Ukraine
Pope Francis, World Catholic Church, Vatican
Angela Merkel, Germany
His Highness Sheikh Mohammed Al Maktoum, Dubai, UAE
Ruslana, Ukraine
Arnold Schwarzenegger, USA
His Beatitude Svyatoslav, Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church, Ukraine
Mathis Wackernagel, Global Footprint Network, USA

Plus members of The Elders, the group created by Sir Richard Branson

Patronage: Dr. Peter Poroshenko, President of Ukraine

General idea:
Dr. Nick Yurchenko, co-author of the concept of the United Green Nations 2050 with the
accompanying projects



Presentation site http://nickyurchenko.wix.com/unitedgreens

Meeting place: Kyiv or London, Vatican, Dubai
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PROJECTS

Ukraine as an initiator brings to the Group the newest concept of the global sustainable 
development called the United Green Nations 2050 (UGN 2050) with the following 
nobelable projects:

1. Creating the first ever in the world eco-political alliance (called Green ABCR Group or
BRACARUS) composed of Australia, Brazil, Canada and Russian Federation, the 
countries that are currently eco-surplus in the terms of ecological footprint metrics and 
possess powerful national economies. An alliance BRACARUS is creating in contrast to
generally known retro-political, retro-economical and actually eco-heterogeneous 
alliances or groups such as G7, G20, BRIC, BRICS and other due to the progressing 
deactualization of an exclusively political and economical approach to the development 
of modern global processes.

2. Dispatenting the breakthrough green technologies and decopyrightization of the 
environmentally important information for the benefit of world community.

3. Creating the first ever in the world eco-religious alliance called the Green Islamic 
Forum (Green Islamic Group) with its capital Eco One (the modern green city located in 
close proximity to the historical Dubai, the United Arab Emirates). According to the 
project, Islamic countries of the world are consolidated around an idea to build Islamic 
green economies with the use of the original system of Islamic finance.

Find basic directions of the reconstruction of an available world political system on the 
pro-ecological grounds here http://nickyurchenko.wix.com/unitedgreens#!
documents/c1ktk 
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The sub-project to prepare Leonardo DiCaprio for the Nobel Peace Prize for the 
eco-design of world new-order

The project provides direct and active participation of Leonardo DiCaprio in creating the 
first ever in the world eco-political alliance composed of Australia, Brazil, Canada and 
Russian Federation, the countries that are currently eco-surplus in the terms of 
ecological footprint metrics and possess powerful national economies. This alliance, 
called the Green ABCR Group or BRACARUS, is based on the pro-environmental 
principles instead of retro-political and retro-economical ones allowing thus to start the 
total reconstruction of an available world political system on the pro-ecological grounds.

An alliance BRACARUS may be extended by the participation of other eco-surplus and 
eco-neutral countries (transforming thus into the alliance BRACARUS+).

http://nickyurchenko.wix.com/unitedgreens#!documents/c1ktk
http://nickyurchenko.wix.com/unitedgreens#!documents/c1ktk
http://nickyurchenko.wix.com/unitedgreens


Nobel formula: For the design of an available world system on the pro-ecological 
grounds
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The sub-project to prepare HH Sheikh Mohammed for the Nobel Peace Prize for 
the eco-design of world new-order

The project provides direct and active participation of His Highness Sheikh Mohammed 
in creating the first ever in the world eco-religious alliance called the Green Islamic 
Forum (Green Islamic Group) that is destined to consolidate Islamic countries of the 
world around an idea to build green economies with the use of the original system of 
Islamic finance. This alliance is based on the pro-environmental principles instead of 
retro-political and retro-economical ones allowing thus to reconstruct an available world 
political system on the pro-ecological grounds.

Nobel formula: For creating the world alliance of green Islamic economies

CONTACT

Dr. Nick Yurchenko, © Kyiv 2015, Ukraine
380 93 784 84 62
ugn.partners@gmail.com
Presentation site http://nickyurchenko.wix.com/unitedgreens 

P.S.

1. The term “ecomenistic” is used in the title of general program instead of the term 
“ecumenistic” to emphasize an environmental part of this partnership

2. Currently, terroristic Russian Federation has not the right to take direct part in the 
organization of the alliance BRACARUS+

http://nickyurchenko.wix.com/unitedgreens
mailto:ugn.partners@gmail.com

